[56	ROMANCE BALLADS
Ive.1 In Spain, as elsewhere, and perhaps more than elsewhere,
Ballad Is form. But this form is sometimes secondary. There exist
yrical equivalents for the ballads of Mariana (the Donna Lombarda
Ballad), the lament for Prince Afonso of Portugal in 1491, and The
Gentle Lady and Boorish Shepherd. On the other hand, even
:opical news might be expressed otherwise than by a (romance', as
with the fall of Alora and the song of the Comendadores de Cordoba,
:oundation of a play by Lope de Vega, with its lyrical outburst:
You Comendadores
to my hurt I've seen.
A number of different lines of evidence converge on the middle
fears of the fourteenth century as the date of the rise of Castilian
3alladry. The historical ballads, which relate recent events either
is news or as propaganda, give us a steady succession from the
epoch of the civil wars in Andalusia between Pedro the Cruel and
his brother of Trastamara. Some of them are clearly older than the
chronicle of Pedro Lopez de Ayala, which dates from I394,2 and
it is likely that they go back to dates close to the events. The oldest
important incident is the murder of Prince Fadrique in 1358.
Ballads claiming to relate episodes from Spanish history before
that date are either based on epics or on chronicles, and in either
case are of literary origin. The events of the reign of Alfonso XI
down to 1344 were celebrated in a long poem, resembling a ballad
in some respects, but not in the * romance' form. The chronicles
of medieval Spain show that the epics were still vigorous in the
year 1344, when new versions of some of them were recorded for
the first time in prose. The epical ballads, which arose out of those
epics and at last supplanted them in popular favour, would thus
probably belong to a later date than 1344 when the epics were still
in bloom. It is in the nature of things that adventure ballads should
not be readily datable; but one occasionally encounters wisps of
external evidence concerning them. One is that the Gentle Lady
existed in mixed Spanish and Catalan about 1421. Those which
depend on French models must be younger than those models,
which, as we have seen, were not very old.
1 Some critics describe the form as embracing sixteen syllables with medial
pause and final assonance, and connect it with the epic line of the 'cantares de
gesta'. This point has been discussed in the First Book, Chapter IV. A very
few pieces in the narrative style but with lines less than octosyllabic are also
included in the "romancero*.
a See my 'Romancero del Rey DonPedro*, Modern Language Review, xxv, 1930.

